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BASE   An athlete assigned to support the weight of another athlete (flyer). Bases must be located on  
   and maintain contact with the performance floor. Bases cannot support the weight of any flyer 
   while inverted  
 
BRACER A Flyer that provided support to another athlete while that athlete is performing a release, twist, or 

passing through the inverted position 
 
CONNECTION Two or more stunts that make contact while neither is performing a release, twist or passing through the 

inverted position  
 
DISMOUNT  A released stunt executed to a cradle or the performance floor. Dismounts are releases but must follow a  
   predetermined criteria for the safety of the athlete 
 
EXEMPTION  A singular skill that falls outside of the scope of an intended rule or regulation.  
 
EXTENDED LEVEL  Above the top of the head 
 
GROUND LEVEL  On the performance floor 
 
INVERSION  Athlete’s feet and waist are above his/her head 
 
PASSING THROUGH  The process of the athlete’s head moving below their feet and waist 
INVERTED POSITION  
 
PREP LEVEL  From the center of the athlete’s torso to the top of the head 
 
RELEASE (INCLUDING) To be free of connection with anyone standing on the performing floor 
RELEASED AND  
(RELEASING) 
 
SPOTTER  An athlete that is assigned to protect the head/neck/shoulders of the flyer. This athlete can be hands 
   on or off the stunt. If the spotter is HANDS ON then their hands should be above that of the bases as their 
   primary role is to catch/prevent/lessen the impact of a falling stunt.  
 
STATIC   Any form of weight bearing support off the floor by another athlete 
 
STUNT   Any athlete that is being supported off the floor by another athlete 
 
TUMBLING  Skills that begin and end on the performance floor and pass through the inverted position, these skills 
   may or may not include hand support with the floor 
 
WAIST LEVEL  From the knee to the center of the athlete’s torso 
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